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COMPUTER PROCESSABLE 
INTERCONNECT TOPOLOGY 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

This invention relates generally to con?guring and con 
trolling electronic devices and, more particularly, to a 
method and apparatus for processing a topology language 
that describes the interconnection of multiple electronic 
devices. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Electronic components such as video cassette recorders 
(VCR), televisions, compact disc players, audio/video 
receivers, sound processors, etc., are becoming more and 
more sophisticated. Although such devices offer an 
increased level of performance and functionality, these 
devices are also becoming more complex to interconnect 
and control. Therefore, for these reasons and for other 
reasons stated beloW Which Will become apparent to those 
skilled in the art upon reading and understanding the present 
speci?cation, there is a need in the art for a language that 
facilitates the description of electronic components. There is 
a need for a computing system capable of processing the 
language in order to recommend suitable con?gurations for 
the electronic components. There is also a need for such a 
computing system that further alloWs a user to directly 
control the electronic components based on the description 
of the electronic components. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

As explained in detail beloW, the present invention pro 
vides a topology description language that facilitates the 
description of electronic components Within an electronic 
environment. A computing system is described that pro 
cesses the topology description language in order to display 
suitable con?gurations, monitor usage, and even directly 
control the electronic components. The computing system 
includes a topology engine that processes the unique topol 
ogy description language and generates topology data as a 
function of the topology descriptions. An application inter 
faces With the topology engine to control and con?gure the 
electronic components. In one embodiment the application 
displays a set of controls for direct manipulation by a user. 
As requested by the application, the topology engine drives 
a control module that generates commands for controlling 
the electronic components. These and other features and 
advantages of the invention Will become apparent from the 
folloWing description of the preferred embodiments of the 
invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a computing system suitable 
for processing an interconnect topology description lan 
guage according to the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a How chart one mode of operation of a 
computing system suitable for processing an interconnect 
topology description language; 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
electronic environment suitable for control by the computing 
system of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
television (TV) of the electronic environment of FIG. 3; and 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary video 
cassette recorder (VCR) of the electronic environment of 
FIG. 3. 
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2 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In the folloWing detailed description, references are made 
to the accompanying draWings that illustrate speci?c 
embodiments in Which the invention may be practiced. 
Electrical, mechanical, programmatic and structural changes 
may be made to the embodiments Without departing from 
the spirit and scope of the present invention. The folloWing 
detailed description is, therefore, not to be taken in a limiting 
sense and the scope of the present invention is de?ned by the 
claims. 

FIG. 1 illustrates a computing system 10 for controlling a 
plurality of electronic components 65 Within an electronic 
environment 60. Computing system 10 represents a general 
purpose computing device and includes various internal 
computing components (not shoWn) including processing 
units, read only memory (ROM), random access memory 
(RAM), and one or more busses that operatively couple the 
components. There may be only one processing unit, such 
that computing system 10 comprises a single central 
processing unit (CPU), or a plurality of processing units, 
commonly referred to as a parallel processing environment. 
Electronic components 65 represent various electronic com 
ponents. For example, in one embodiment electronic envi 
ronment 60 represent an audio/video home entertainment 
center and electronic components 65 may include a video 
cassette recorder (VCR), a television, a compact disc player, 
an audio/video receiver or even an antenna. 

Topology engine 37 provides a high-level application 
programming interface (API) by Which application 20 is 
able to con?gure and control electronic components 65. 
Application 20 may include a user interface for interacting 
With user 15 or may automatically control electronic envi 
ronment 60 via topology engine 37 Without input from user 
15. 

Topology engine 37 includes parser 30 that generates 
topology data 40 by processing topology descriptions for 
electronic environment 60 and electronic components 65. 
Each description conforms to a de?ned language, referred to 
herein as a topology description language. The topology 
description for electronic environment 60 describes the 
interconnect ability of the electronic components including 
their external inputs and outputs. The topology description 
for each electronic component 60, hoWever, describes the 
respective component’s internal modules and connections 
for coupling the external inputs to the outputs. 

Control module 42 provides a loWer-level API by Which 
topology engine 37 accesses and manipulates individual 
controls of electronic components 65 such as tint, contrast 
and color for a television, volume for an receiver, frequency 
for a tuner, etc. Typical commands for the loW-level API 
include getting the minimum and maximum value for a 
speci?c control, setting the value for the control, and retriev 
ing the current state of the control. In one embodiment, 
control module 42 includes a control layer and a transport 
layer, Wherein the control layer provides the loWer-level API 
While the transport layer handles communication With elec 
tronic components 65 via output port 46. 

Output port 46 is any suitable port, such as a serial or a 
parallel port, for communicating the commands to external 
control device 50. External control device 50 represents any 
suitable device for controlling electronic components 65 
based on the commands from control module 42. For 
example, external control device 50 may be an infrared 
controller, knoWn as an ‘IR blaster’, that is capable of 
producing infrared signals for controlling each electronic 
component 65. 
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FIG. 2 is a How chart illustrating one mode of operation 
in Which computing system 10 (FIG. 1) processes the 
topology descriptions in order to facilitate con?guring and 
controlling control electronic components 65 of electronic 
environment 60. For exemplary purposes FIG. 2 illustrates 
an embodiment in Which application 20 interfaces With user 
15. The invention, hoWever, is not so limited; application 20 
may be automated such that it controls electronic compo 
nents 65 Without input from user 15. 

Computing system 10 begins in logical block 102, pro 
ceeds to logical block 104 and receives a topology descrip 
tion for electronic environment 60 and for each electronic 
component 65. The topology descriptions may be may be 
provided by user 15 in any number of Ways. For example, in 
one embodiment user 15 manually enters the topology 
description via application 20. In another embodiment, each 
manufacturer of each electronic component 65 provides a 
diskette containing a topology description for the respective 
electronic component 65. In yet another embodiment user 15 
doWnloads a topology description for each electronic com 
ponent 65 from the Internet. 

In logical block 106, application 20 communicates topol 
ogy descriptions to topology engine 37. Parser 30 processes 
topology descriptions and generates topology data 40. In one 
embodiment, topology data 40 is maintained as a database. 

In logical block 108 application 20 queries topology 
engine 37 for a list of inputs (sources) and outputs (sinks) for 
electronic environment 60. Topology engine uses the topol 
ogy data 40 to enumerate the inputs and outputs for each 
electronic component 65. Inputs are de?ned as any data 
source such as an antenna or VCR outputs that source data 
into electronic environment 60. Outputs are any data sinks 
such as the speakers of TV and the video and audio inputs 
on a VCR that sink data from electronic environment 60. 

Topology engine 37 extracts the list of inputs and outputs 
from topology data 40 and returns the list to application 20. 
In one embodiment, application 20 processes the list and, 
based on the type of input and output, generates one or more 
sets of acceptable interconnections for electronic compo 
nents 65. Application 20 displays the sets of acceptable 
interconnections such that user 15 may select one of the sets. 
In one variation of this embodiment, topology engine 37 
determines a “connection quality” for each set of intercon 
nections. Based on this determination, application 20 indi 
cates to user 15 the set of interconnections that Will yield the 
greatest connection quality. In another embodiment appli 
cation 20 does not generate acceptable interconnections but 
graphically depicts each electronic component 65 and its 
corresponding inputs and outputs. In this embodiment, user 
15 can graphically connect the various inputs and outputs by 
using a mouse or other pointing device. 

In logical block 110 application 20 receives commands 
from user 15 to con?gure the inputs and outputs of electronic 
components 65. In one embodiment application 20 receives 
a user-selection of one of the sets of interconnections. In 
another embodiment application 20 receives individual 
commands to connect inputs and outputs of graphically 
displayed components. Application 20 processes the input 
and directs topology engine 37 to update topology data 40 in 
logical block 112. 

In logical block 114, application 20 queries topology 
engine 37 for an aggregation of controls for electronic 
components 65 that are available based on the commands 
received from user 15. Examples of typical controls include 
tint, contrast and color for a television, volume for a 
receiver, frequency for a tuner, etc. Topology engine 37 
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4 
queries topology data 40 and returns the list of controls to 
application 20. Application 20 may directly manipulate the 
controls or may display the controls for manipulation by 
user 15. In one embodiment application 20 graphically 
depicts the controls such that user 15 can manipulate elec 
tronic components 65 by using a mouse or other suitable 
pointing device. 

In logical block 116 application 20 receives any directions 
from user 15 to manipulate one or more of the electronic 
components 65. Application 20 processes the directions and 
commands topology engine 37 accordingly. Topology 
engine 37 in turn directs control module 42 to generate 
proper commands for controlling electronic components 65. 
The generated commands are communicated to external 
control device 50 via output port 46. External control device 
50 manipulates each electronic component 65 according to 
the generated commands. For example, in one embodiment 
external control device 50 produces infrared signals for 
controlling each electronic component 65. In this manner, 
computer 10 facilitates con?guring and controlling elec 
tronic components 65. 
FloW chart 100 has been described including logical 

blocks 102 through 118 in Which computing system 10 
processes topology descriptions in order to facilitate con 
?guring and controlling electronic components 65 of elec 
tronic environment 60. This embodiment illustrates appli 
cation 20 interacting With user 15; hoWever, application 20 
may be automated such that it controls electronic compo 
nents 65 Without input from user 15. 

The Topology Description Language 
The topology descriptions for each electronic component 

65 conform to a topology language. The topology descrip 
tion language de?nes several units including Media, In, Out, 
Con, Ctrl, and Block. The Block unit is the base unit and 
may be nested to contain other units. The Media unit refers 
to the type of media used by the block; In de?nes an input 
to the block and a media type accepted by the input; Out 
de?nes an output from the block and a media type produced 
by the output; Con de?nes connections betWeen an input and 
an output Within the block and may be permanent or 
temporary; Ctrl de?nes a control for a block including 
knobs, one-shots and multi-position sWitches. 
As illustrated in the example beloW, a topology descrip 

tion for a corresponding electronic component contains an 
outer Block. This outer Block contains all other units that 
describe the respective electronic component 65. 
Furthermore, in one embodiment a Block unit has the 
folloWing syntax: 

Block: label ( 
#Type: blocktype 
#Manuf: “manufacturer info” 
#Model: “model info” 
#BlcCtrl: controlname 

[Unitdesc] 

[Unitdesc] 

In this syntax, Type identi?es functionality supported by 
the block such as a physical device, a sWitch that affects 
signal routing, a tuner, a pre amp, a speaker, a modulator or 
even a media source such as a tape player. Manu?denti?es 
a manufacturer of the device, Model identi?es the model 
number, and BlkCtrl provides a name for a control of the 
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entire block such as a power switch for devices or a selection 
input for selector blocks. Unitdesc is a description for 
sub-units Within the block. 

EXAMPLE 

In order to illustrate the use of the inventive topology 
description language, a block diagram of an exemplary 
electronic environment 200 is illustrated in FIG. 3. In this 
example, electronic environment 200 has seven intercon 
nected electronic components: television 202, video cassette 
recorder (VCR) 205, audio/video receiver 210, digital video 
disc player (DVD) 212, speakers 216, headphones 218 and 
antenna 214. The folloWing listing is one embodiment of a 
topology description for electronic environment 200: 

Block: LabStack( 
#Type: Unde?ned 
Media: RF 
Media: SAudio 
Media: CVideo 
Media: PA 
Include: TV( “TViJVCTOP” ) 
Include: VCR( “VCRiRCAtop” ) 
Include: Rcvr( “AVRcvriDtop” ) 
Include: DVD( “DVDiPantop” ) 
Block: Antenna( 

#Type: Unde?ned 
Out: Out-RF 

) 
Block: Spea_kers( 

#Type: Speaker 
#UserName: “Surround” 
In: In-PA 

) 
Block: HeadPhones( 

#Type: Speaker 
#UserName: “Phones” 
In: In-PA 

Con: O (Antenna.Out-RF > VCR.AntIn-RF ) 
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-continued 

Con: O ( VCR.AntOut-RF > TV.Ant-RF ) 
Con: O ( Rcvr.VCR10ut-SAudio > VCR.Video1-SAudio ) 
Con: O ( Rcvr.VCR10ut-CVideo > VCR.Video1-CVideo ) 
Con: O ( VCR.Out—SAudio > Rcvr.VCR1In-SAudio ) 
Con: O ( VCR.Out—CVideo > Rcvr.VCR1In-CVideo ) 
Con: O ( DVD.Out—SAudio > Rcvr.VDP-SAudio ) 
Con: O ( DVD.5f1Chan-SAudio > RcvrSflChan-SAudio ) 
Con: O ( DVD.Out—SVideo > Rcvr.VDP—SVideo ) 
Con: O ( Rcvr.Multi—SAudio > TV.Line1—SAudio ) 
Con: O ( Rcvr.Multi—CVideo > TV.Line1—CVideo ) 
Con: O ( Rcvr.Monitor—CVideo > TV.Line2—CVideo ) 
Con: O ( Rcvr.SpeakerA-PA > Speakers.In-PA) 
Con: O ( Rcvr.Headphones-PA > Headphones.In-PA) 

The above topology description de?nes an outer block 
entitled ‘LabStack’ that represents the entire electronic envi 
ronment 200. Sub-blocks are de?ned for antenna 214, speak 
ers 216 and headphones 218. Each sub-block de?nes avail 
able inputs and outputs for the corresponding electronic 
component. An include ?le is used for each electronic 
component that requires a more complex description such as 
television 202, VCR 205, receiver 210 and DVD 212. The 
above topology description de?nes fourteen connections 
that link the inputs and outputs of the de?ned sub-blocks. 
For example, the last connection links a headphones output 
of receiver 210 to an input of headphones 218. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram further detailing television 202 
of FIG. 3. Similarly, FIG. 5 is a block diagram further 
detailing VCR 205. As illustrated in FIG. 4, television 202 
includes tuner 302, main sWitch 304, monitor 306, pre 
ampli?er 308, audio sWitch 317, TV amp 318 and picture 
in-picture (Pip) module 310 that includes Pip tuner 316, Pip 
sWitch 314 and Pip monitor 312. Furthermore television 202 
has six inputs 322 and one output 320. The folloWing listing 
is one embodiment of a topology description for television 
202: 

Block: TV( 
#Type: Device 

Ctrl: PoWer ( Type:MultiPos 
Type:Serial CVal:O Sel:“:Wr” Signal( X POR ) TOut:3 ) ) 

Ctrl: Menu ( Type:MultiPos 

Max:1 Step:1 Unsd:O Val( Off On ) Tran( 

Max:20 Step:1 OSD:Yes Opt( Hide) 
Val( Clock Timer Lock Speaker AudioOut Language CloseCaption 
Setup ChanSum TunerMode Tint Color Picture Brightness Detail 
Notch NoiseMute SVS Bass Treble Balance ) Tran( Type:Serial 
CVal:3 

Media: SAudio 
Media: CVideo 
Media: SVideo 
Media: RF 

: Linel-SAudio 

: Linel-CVideo 

: Linel-SVideo 

: LineZ-SAudio 

: LIneZ-CVideo 

: Ant-RF P-iP-ii-iP-iP-iP-i 52323555 
Out: Audio-SAudio 
Block: Pip( 

#Type: Device 
#BlkCtrl: PipCtrl 
Ctrl: PipCtrl (Type:MultiPos 

On ) Tran( Type:Serial CVal:O Reset:POR Sel:“Pip”)) 
In: Ant-RF 

Max:1 Step:1 Unsd:O Val( Off 
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-continued 

12 

) 
Block: AudSWitch( 

#Type: Selector 
#BlkCtrl: Speaker 
In: In-SAudio 
Out: SpkrOut-SAudio 
Out: EXtOut-SAudio 
Ctrl: Speaker ( Type:MultiPos MaX:1 Step:1 Unsd:O 

Val( Off On ) Tran( Type:Serial CVal:O 
End:“EXit”Ind:Menu IVal:Speaker 
ETS:6O )) 

Con: On ( In-SAudio > SpkrOut-SAudio ) 
Con: On ( In-SAudio > EXtOut-SAudio ) 
Con: Off ( In-SAudio > EXtOut-SAudio ) 

) 
Block: TVAmp( 

#Type: Speaker 
#UserName: “TV” 
#Pref: 9500 
In: In-SAudio 
Ctrl: Mute (Type:MultiPos MaX:1 Step:1 

Off ) Tran( Type:Serial CVal:1 
OSD:Yes 

Con: O ( Ant-RF > TVTuner.AntIn-RF ) 
: O (Ant-RF > Pip.Ant-RF) 
: O ( Line1-SAudio > TVSWitch.Line1-SAudio ) 

Con: O ( Line1-CVideo > TVSWitch.Line1-CVideo ) 
: O ( Line1-SVideo > TVSWitch.Line1-CVideo ) 
: O ( Line1-CVideo > Pip.Line1—CVideo ) 
: O ( Line1-SVideo > Pip.Line1—CVideo ) 
: O ( Line2-SAudio > TVSWitch.Line2-SAudio ) 
: O ( LIne2-CVideo > TVSWitch.Line2-CVideo ) 
: O ( LIne2-CVideo > Pip.Line2—CVideo ) 
: O ( TVTuner.Out—SAudio > TVSWitch.Tuner-SAudio ) 
: O ( TVTuner.Out—CVideo > TVSWitch.Tuner-CVideo ) 
: O ( TVSWitch.TunerOut-SAudio > TunerPreAmp.In-SAudio ) 
: O ( TVSWitch.LineOut-SAudio > LinePreAmp.In-SAudio ) 
: O (TVSWitch.Out-CVideo > Monitor.In—CVideo ) 
: O ( TunerPreAmp.Out-SAudio > AudSWitch.In-SAudio ) 
: O ( LinePreAmp.Out-SAudio > AudSWitch.In-SAudio ) 
: O (AudSWitch.SpkrOut-SAudio > TVAmp.In-SAudio ) 
: O ( TunerPreAmp.Out-SAudio > Audio-SAudio ) 
: O ( LinePreAmp.Out-SAudio > Audio-SAudio ) 

OSD:Yes 
Def:1 

Opt( CEftEnd ) 

Val( On 
Reset:POR Def:1 Sel:“Mute” ) ) 

40 

The above topology description de?nes an outer block 
entitled ‘TV’ that describes TV 202 including available 
inputs and outputs and the internal electronic modules and 
connections. More speci?cally, the TV block de?nes tWo 
controls, ‘PoWer’ and ‘Menu’. Four different types of media 
are accepted; Saudio, Cvideo, Svideo and RF. Six inputs and 
one output are available and correspond to inputs 322 and 
output 320 (FIG. 4), respectively. Sub-blocks are de?ned for 
each internal electronic module including tuner 302, main 
sWitch 304, monitor 306, pre-ampli?er 308, audio switch 50 
317, TV amp 318 and Pip module 310 that includes Pip tuner 

45 

316, Pip sWitch 314 and Pip monitor 312. Each sub-block 
de?nes inputs and outputs for the corresponding electronic 
module. The outer TV block de?nes connections between 
each sub-block While each sub-block de?nes internal con 
nections. 
As illustrated in FIG. 5, VCR 205 includes VCR sWitch 

402, tuner 404, RF sWitch 406, RF modulator 408 and VCR 
module 410, Which includes tape controller 412. 
Furthermore, VCR 205 has siX inputs 422 and four outputs 
420. The folloWing listing is one embodiment of a topology 
description for VCR 205: 

Block: VCR( 
#Type: Device 
#Manuf: “RCA” 

#BlkCtrl: PoWer 

Ctrl: PoWer ( Type:MultiPos 

Media: SAudio 
Media: CVideo 
Media: SVideo 
Media: RF 
In: Video2-SAudio 

MaX:1 Step:1 Unsd:O Val( Off On ) Tran( 
Type:Random CVal:O Signal( X POR ) TOut:6 Code( “Off’ 
“On”) ) ) 
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-continued 

In: Video2-CVideo 
In: Video1-SAudio 
In: Video1-SVideo 
In: Video1-CVideo 
In: AntIn-RF 
Out: Out-SAudio 
Out: Out-SVideo 
Out: Out-CVideo 
Out: AntOut-RF 

Block: Tuner( 
#Type: Tuner 
#BlkCtrl: Channel 
In: AntIn-RF 
Out: Out-SAudio 
Out: Out-CVideo 
Con: Tuner ( AntIn-RF > Out-SAudio ) 
Con: Tuner (AntIn-RF > Out-CVideo ) 
Ctrl: Channel ( Type:MultiPos Min:2 Max:125 Step:1 Opt( 

Video Audio TV Cable ) Tran( Type:Nurneric CVal:1O Def:2 
Sta:“Paus” End:“Paus” DigO:“O” Dig1:“1” Dig2:“2” 
Dig3:“3” Dig4:“4” Dig5:“5” Dig6:“6” Dig7:“7” 
Dig8:“8” Dig9:“9” ReqDig:2 ) ) 

) 
Block: RFSWitch( 

#Type: Selector 
#BlkCtrl: TViVCR 
In: AntIn-RF 
In: VCRIn-RF 
Out: AntOut-RF 
Ctrl: TViVCR ( Type:MultiPos MaX:1 Step:1 Unsd:1 Val( VCR 

Ant ) Tran( Type:Serial CVal:1 Reset:POR Def:1 Sel:“TvVc” ) ) 
Con: Ant (AntIn-RF > AntOut-RF ) 
Con: VCR ( VCRIn-RF > AntOut-RF ) 

) 
Block: VCR( 

#Type: Selector 
#BlkCtrl: VCR 
In: In—SAudio 
In: In—CVideo 
Out: Out-SAudio 
Out: Out-CVideo 
Ctrl: VCR (Type:MultiPos MaX:2 Step:1 Unsd:O Val( Stop 

Play Rec ) Tran( Type:Randorn CVal:O Reset:POR Signal( 
VCRModeChg VCRModeChg VCRModeChg ) TOut:3 Code( “Stop” 
“Stop Play” “Stop Rec” ) ) ) 

Block: Tape( 
#Type: Mediatransport 
#UserNarne: “VCR” 
In: Rec-SAudio 
In: Rec-CVideo 
Out: Play-SAudio 
Out: Play-CVideo 
Ctrl: Transport ( Type:MultiPos MaX:3 Step:1 Unsd:O Opt( 

Vide Audio VCR ) Val( Norm FF RR Pause ) Tran( 
Type:Randorn CVal:O Reset:VCRModeChg CodeIndeX:VCR 
Code( “Stop” “FF” “RR” “X” “Play” “FF” “RR” “Paus” 
“Rec” “X” “X” “Paus” ) ) ) 

Con: Stop ( In—SAudio > Out-SAudio ) 
Con: Stop ( In—CVideo > Out-CVideo ) 
Con: Rec ( In—SAudio > Out-SAudio 9900 ) 
Con: Rec ( In—CVideo > Out-CVideo 9900 ) 
Con: Rec ( In—SAudio > Tape.Rec—SAudio ) 
Con: Rec ( In—CVideo > Tape.Rec—CVideo ) 
Con: Play ( Tape.Play—SAudio > Out-SAudio ) 
Con: Play ( Tape.Play—CVideo > Out-CVideo ) 

Block: VCRSWitch( 
#Type: Selector 
#BlkCtrl: Input 
In: Video2-SAudio 
In: Video2-CVideo 
In: Video1-SAudio 
In: Video1-CVideo 
In: Tuner-SAudio 
In: Tuner-CVideo 
Out: Out-SAudio 
Out: Out-CVideo 
Ctrl: Input ( Type:MultiPos MaX:2 Step:1 Unsd:O Val( Tuner 
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Video1 Video2 ) Tran( Type:Serial CVal:O 
Sel:“Inpt” End:“Paus” ) ) 

Tuner ( Tuner-SAudio > Out-SAudio ) 
Con: Tuner ( Tuner-CVideo > Out-CVideo ) 
Con: Video1 ( Video1-SAudio > Out-SAudio ) 
Con: Video1 ( Video1-CVideo > Out-CVideo ) 
Con: Video2 ( VideoZ-SAudio > Out-SAudio ) 
Con: Video2 ( VideoZ-CVideo > Out-CVideo ) 

Con: 

) 
Block: RFModulator( 

#Type: Modulator 
#Pref: 9500 
In: In-SAudio 
In: In-CVideo 
Out: Out-RF 
Con: Modulator ( In-SAudio > Out-RF ) 
Con: Modulator ( In-CVideo > Out-RF ) 

Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 
Con: 

O ( AntIn-RF > RFSWitchAntIn-RF ) 
O ( RFModulator.Out-RF > RFSWitch.VCRIn-RF ) 
O ( RFSWitchAntOut-RF > AntOut-RF ) 
O ( AntIn-RF > Tuner.AntIn-RF ) 
O ( Tuner.Out—SAudio > VCRSWitchTuner-SAudio ) 
O ( Tuner.Out—CVideo > VCRSWitch.Tuner-CVideo ) 
O ( Video1-SAudio > VCRSWitch.Video1-SAudio ) 
O ( Video1-SVideo > VCRSWitch.Video1-CVideo ) 
O ( Video1-CVideo > VCRSWitch.Video1-CVideo ) 
O ( VideoZ-SAudio > VCRSWitch.Video2-SAudio ) 
O ( VideoZ-CVideo > VCRSWitch.Video2-CVideo ) 
O ( VCRSWitchOut-SAudio > VCR.In—SAudio ) 
O ( VCRSWitch.Out-CVideo > VCR.In—CVideo ) 
O ( VCR.Out—SAudio > Out-SAudio ) 
O ( VCR.Out—CVideo > Out-SVideo ) 
O ( VCR.Out—CVideo > Out-CVideo ) 
O ( VCR.Out—SAudio > RFModulator.In—SAudio ) 
O ( VCR.Out—CVideo > RFModulator.In—CVideo ) 

Sta:“Paus” 

The above topology description de?nes an outer block 
entitled ‘VCR’ that describes VCR 205 including available 
inputs and outputs and the internal electronic construction. 
More speci?cally, the VCR block de?nes a ‘PoWer’ control, 
four different types of acceptable media: Saudio, Cvideo, 
Svideo and RF, and siX inputs and four outputs that corre 
spond to inputs 422 and outputs 420 (FIG. 5), respectively. 
Sub-blocks are defmed for each internal electronic module 
including VCR sWitch 402, tuner 404, RF sWitch 406, RF 
modulator 408 and VCR module 410 that includes tape 
controller 412. Each sub-block de?nes inputs and outputs 
for the internal electronic module. The VCR block de?nes 
connections betWeen sub-blocks While each sub-block 
de?nes internal connections. 

The above eXample and description illustrate various 
embodiments of a computing system that processes topol 
ogy descriptions for the electronic components of an elec 
tronic environment, such as an audio/video home entertain 
ment center, in order to display possible con?gurations, 
monitor usage, and even directly control the electronic 
components. In one embodiment a user manually enters the 
topology descriptions for each electronic component via a 
user interface. In another embodiment, a corresponding 
manufacturer of each electronic component provides a dis 
kette containing a topology description for the respective 
electronic component. In yet another embodiment the topol 
ogy descriptions for each electronic component are doWn 
loaded from the Internet. A user interface displays accept 
able con?gurations of the electronic components such that 
the user may select one of the con?gurations. In one 
embodiment the user interface graphically depicts the elec 
tronic components such that the user can graphically connect 
the various inputs and outputs by using a mouse or other 
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pointing device. This application is intended to cover any 
adaptation or variation of the present invention. It is mani 
festly intended that this invention be limited only by the 
claims and equivalents thereof. 

I claim: 
1. A computerized method of controlling a plurality of 

electronic components comprising: 
processing topology descriptions for each electronic com 

ponent to generate topology data; 
receiving interconnection data for the electronic compo 

nents; 
displaying controls for the electronic components as a 

function of the received topology and interconnection 
data; and 

controlling the electronic components in response to user 
inputs to the displayed controls. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein processing the topol 
ogy descriptions includes: 

displaying inputs and outputs of electronic components 
based on the generated topology data; and 

receiving from a user an interconnection for the inputs 
and outputs. 

3. The method of claim 1, further including receiving the 
topology descriptions from a user. 

4. The method of claim 3, Wherein receiving the topology 
descriptions includes reading the topology descriptions from 
a diskette provided by a manufacturer. 

5. The method of claim 3, Wherein receiving the topology 
descriptions includes doWnloading the topology descriptions 
via the Internet. 

6. The method of claim 2, Wherein displaying the list of 
inputs and outputs includes graphically representing elec 
tronic components and the inputs and outputs. 
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7. The method of claim 6, wherein receiving the inter 
connection includes graphically connecting the inputs and 
outputs in response to a user request. 

8. The method of claim 2, Wherein displaying the inputs 
and outputs includes graphically displaying the controls to 
the user. 

9. A computer-readable medium having computer 
eXecutable instructions for performing the method of claim 
1. 

10. A computing system comprising: 
a topology engine to generate topology data from topol 
ogy descriptions of electronic components and their 
interconnections, and to generate a set of controls based 
upon the topology data; 

a user interface to display the controls and to receive user 
commands With respect to the controls; 

a control module to generate outputs to control the 
components based on the user commands; 

an output port to communicate the outputs to the elec 
tronic components. 

11. The computing system of claim 10, Wherein the 
topology engine generates a list of input and outputs for the 
electronic components based on the topology data, and 
further Wherein a user de?nes an interconnection for the 
inputs and outputs via the user interface. 

12. The computing system of claim 10, Wherein the 
topology engine generates the set of controls as a function of 
the interconnection. 

13. The system of claim 10, Wherein the user interface 
also receives the topology descriptions. 

14. The system of claim 13, further comprising media 
from one or more manufacturers of the electronic compo 
nents specifying the topology descriptions. 

15. The system of claim 10, further comprising at least 
one control device associated With at least one of the 
electronic components to communicate With the output port. 

16. The system of claim 15, further comprising a plurality 
of the electronic components coupled to the at least one 
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control device so as to set physical controls in accordance 
With the outputs of the control module. 

17. The system of claim 16, Wherein the at least one 
control device is a single control device coupled to more 
than one of the electronic components. 

18. In combination: 

one electronic component having inputs and outputs for 
interconnection With a range of other electronic com 
ponents to form a system; 

a computer-readable medium associated With the one 
component and bearing a description of the inputs and 
outputs in a standardiZed topology language describing 
in the same Way the range of other electronic compo 
nents and their possible interconnections With the one 
component, 

Wherein the component further has controls, and the 
medium further bears a description of the controls in 
the standard topology language. 

19. The combination of claim 18, Wherein the standard 
topology language describes other controls for the range of 
other components in the same Way. 

20. The combination of claim 18, Wherein the standard 
iZed topology language describes interconnections among 
the one component and the other components in the system. 

21. In combination: 

one electronic component having inputs and outputs for 
interconnection With a range of other electronic com 
ponents to form a system; 

a computer-readable storage medium supplied by the 
manufacturer of the component, associated With the 
one component and bearing a description of the inputs 
and outputs in a standardiZed topology language 
describing in the same Way the range of other electronic 
components and their possible interconnections With 
the one component. 

* * * * * 
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